
Causes: reasons vs. goals

Different causes and comment questions In general, languages allow at least two types of talk
about causal reasoning. First, causes can be viewed as goals supporting a particular description of
a situation, see (1). In this case, the discourse presents goals/results as causes that are part of a
forward chaining reasoning. Second, causes can be reasons. They are elements of shared, mutually
known, or private explanatory theories that a speaker provides as support for observational data,
see (2), and in this sense the sentence verbalises an instance of backward chaining reasoning.
The latter is a typical case of talk about empirical causation, the former is also used to talk about
cognitive causation. They can both be represented as propositions and be expressed by the same
linguistic structure, as illustrated by the because clauses in (1)–(2).

(1) He jumped because he wanted to reach the apple on a branch of the tree.
(2) He jumped because he was propelled by a spring.

However, we know that languages may be sensitive to the distinction between types of causes, and
afford dedicated constructions for them. In this paper, we discuss a particular construction that
is used only for talking about causes viewed as reasons, namely French questions with sentence
initial comment (how) in their reason reading, see (3). Note that comment by itself is not restricted
to reasons, but allows manner and means readings, and that the phenomenon is not exclusive of
French (Desmets and Gautier, 2009; Zwicky and Zwicky, 1971; Collins, 1991; Tsai, 2008).

(3) Comment peut-il sauter sur le canapé de grand-mère?
How come that he jumps on granny’s couch?

The reasoning conveyed by these questions could be described in terms of abduction, understood
as inference from effects to causes. However, there is a further twist, which is that the speaker
presents the situation S— which is described by the propositional part of a question like (3)—as
being in opposition with her expectations. Reasons seem to admit comparison/opposition with
expectations, but not goals. This paper focuses on this reason reading as a case of explicit reason-
ing about knowledge management, and puts forth an analysis as verbalization of an attributional
search, where expectations are directly anchored on S.

Expectation set Expectations consists of several relevant propositions, collected in a set called
Exp and referred to as expectation(s) (set). This expectation set should contain only the propo-
sitions that are relevant for the truth of the propositional part of the question, hereafter called
prejacent, borrowing the term from modality. For the speaker, these propositions are those that
make the prejacent non contingent, i.e. true in all the worlds faithful to this expectation set or
false in all these worlds. In the case of reason questions with comment, Exp makes the prejacent
false in all these worlds:

T
(Exp [ {p}) = ?. For our purpose, the expectation set do not need to

contain all the propositions that the speaker considers true or relevant for the discussion, but they
are activated knowledge in some sense.

In the case of a question about reasons, the propositions in Exp can be of two types, namely
propositions that are about events or states, and propositions expressing relations of dependence
between the propositions of the first type. The dependence relation may arise from a cause-and-
effect relationship or any other relationship—deontic, stereotypical, metaphysical, logical, etc.—
that may be relevant in the context. For instance, the concept of cause and effect is used by (Alonso-
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Ovalle and Hsieh, 2017) in their analysis of the interpretation of a Tagalog ability/involuntary
action verbal form, inside the Causal Premise Semantics framework (Kaufmann, 2013).

Consider (3) in a scenario where the speaker has a deontic judgement and expects that a child
should not jump on his granny’s couch. Note p1 the proposition Max is a child (we give a name
to the agent involved in the sentence) and q the proposition Max jumps on granny’s couch. The
deontic expectation of the speaker could be noted Exp={p1, (p1 ! ¬q)}. This expectation is
incompatible with the prejacent Max jumps on granny’s couch. The speaker is seeking a new
information that let her revise her initial deontic expectation in such a way the new expectation set
is compatible with the prejacent.

Solve the opposition By asking a reason question with comment, the speaker is seeking a new
piece of information that can solve the opposition between her expectations and the situation S.
Note ⌧r the function from sets of propositions to sets of propositions that takes the initial expecta-
tion set of the speaker and returns the new expectation set revised by the speaker with respect to
the new piece of information r. The speaker seeks some new information r such that ⌧r(Exp) is
compatible with the prejacent p, i.e.

T
(⌧r(Exp) [ {p}) 6= ?.

When the adressee brings a new condition, the speaker can accept or reject it. In the case
she accepts it, she can recompute her expectations in several ways. If the new condition does not
affect her expectations (the new condition is independant from her expectations), the opposition
is unsolved and we say that the answer is ’bad’. This is the case in the example (3) if the new
piece of information is that Max is hyperactive. This new piece of information is not relevant
with respect of a deontic expectation. Otherwise, the speaker has to transform the propositions
of her expectations, by adding some propositions in her expectations, removing or updating some
propositions. Then there are two sub-cases. In the first sub-case, the new expectations are still
incompatible with the prejacent (the answer is ’bad’ again). In the second sub-case, the new
expectations become compatible with the prejacent (the answer is ’good’). For instance, imagine
the new piece of information is the proposition it is Max’s birthday (p2). If the speaker takes this
new piece of information as a relevant one with respect of her expectations, she could revise her
judgement in that way: granny may allow the child to jump on the couch only at his birthday. The
new expectations set could be Exp’={p1, p2,¬(p1 ^ p2 ! ¬q)}. These new expectations are no
more incompatible with the prejacent. One could hypothesise that the propositions contained in
the expectation of the speaker must be propositions that are logically dependent on the prejacent
and prevent it from being true in the worlds faithful to such an expectation. This is no longer the
case here, so the new expectation set could be Exp’=?.

Summing up The working hypothesis developed in this paper is that the main communicative
function of questions with a sentence initial comment in their reason reading is to channel an
attributional search by the speaker. These questions verbalise the speaker’s attempt to adapt—
in the face of failure represented by an unexpected event—by attributing to someone/something
the cause of what happened or is perceived as impending. They are not about the truth value of
its descriptive content (call it prejacent), like yes-no questions, nor about an entity, like a partial
question, but are information seeking nonetheless.
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